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Abstract: With the continuous popularization of Global Navigation Satellite System (GNSS) in 
various applications, the performance requirement for integrity is also increasing, especially in the 
field of safety-of-life. Although the existing Receiver Autonomous Integrity Monitoring (RAIM) 
algorithm has been embedded in the GNSS receiver as a standard method, it might still suffer from 
small fault detection and delay alarm problem for time series fault models. In an effort to solve this 
problem, a Deep Neural Network (DNN) for RAIM, named RAIM-NET, is investigated in this 
paper. The main idea of RAIM-NET is to propose a combination of feature vector extraction and 
DNN model to improve the performance of integrity monitoring, with a problem specifically 
designed for loss function, obtaining the model parameters. Inspired by the powerful advantages 
of Recurrent Neural Network (RNN) in time series data processing, a multilayer RNN is applied to 
build the DNN model structure and improve the detection rate for small faults and reduce the alarm 
delay for the time series fault event. Finally, real GNSS data experiments are designed to verify the 
performance of RAIM-NET in fault detection and time delay for integrity monitoring. 

Keywords: deep neural network; global navigation satellite system; receiver autonomous integrity 
monitoring; recurrent neural network 

 

1. Introduction 

Global Navigation Satellite System (GNSS) has been an essential part of various civil and 
military systems and has been constantly spreading to many new applications, such as self-driving 
car, internet of things, transportation, big data, etc. [1–3]. One of the most stringent GNSS navigation 
requirements, especially for safety-of-life applications, is integrity, which refers to the ability of the 
system to provide timely warnings to the users when the system should not be used for navigation 
due to fault. Receiver Autonomous Integrity Monitoring (RAIM) is a user terminal integrity 
monitoring system, which is always regarded as the last line of the defense for integrity [4–7]. It is 
embedded in most GNSS receivers that can accurately detect and identify faults from satellite 
observations in real time. 

In the last few decades, RAIM algorithm has been a topic of constant research in the navigation 
community. The main procedure of RAIM algorithm is designed to detect and exclude fault 
measurements effectively through consistency checking. Based on whether the historical 
observations are used or not, the existing RAIM algorithms are usually divided into two categories, 
i.e. snapshot algorithms and filtering algorithms [8–10]. 

Snapshot algorithms are the mostly widely used in industrial applications due to advantages in 
efficiency and easiness of implementation. The early snapshot algorithms include three equivalent 
methods, i.e. Least Squares Residuals (LSR), Range Comparison (RC), and Parity Vector (PV) [11]. 
These three algorithms are based on a unified assumption on bias observation fault and the test 
statistic is calculated and compared with a threshold that is obtained with a trade-off between the 
missed detection rate and the false alarm rate. More recently, Solution Separation (SS) was proposed 
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to obtain the test statistic by the difference between the positioning solutions with full observations 
and the positioning solutions with subset observations, which is proved to outperform LSR because 
the test statistics of SS are tailored to the fault hypotheses and state of interest [12]. Joerger et al. 
developed a RAIM method named Chi-squared algorithm for fault detection and exclusion, which 
can provide a tighter integrity risk bound, as compared to the SS algorithm [13]. In aviation 
applications, the snapshot algorithm is applied as the standard method for Advanced RAIM (ARAIM) 
for the flight phase of the Non-Precision Approach (NPA). However, as mentioned in [14], the 
performance of the snapshot algorithms is dependent on the geometric distribution of observable 
satellites and the fault modes. Thus, the performance of the snapshot algorithms is not stable due to 
the complex and changeable environment of the receiver in many new applications. To solve this 
problem, other sensors or datasets are adopted as aids to provide additional measurements for RAIM. 
For example, a barometric altimeter was adopted to provide vertical ranging for RAIM augmentation 
[15]. Fu et al. proposed a vision-aided RAIM method for improving the performance of integrity 
monitoring in the approach and landing phase [16]. The dataset of map was applied as an additional 
measurement to improve the performance of integrity monitoring in the intelligent transportation 
systems [17]. However, these RAIM augmentation methods might have two shortcomings. One is the 
increasing costs with additional equipment and information fusing. The other is the hidden threat 
that these auxiliary devices might bring agnostic failure models to the system and have a negative 
impact on integrity monitoring.  

In a probability where the fault causes a position error exceeding the protection level is 
undetected, snapshot algorithms are proposed to detect the fault to guarantee that the probability is 
smaller than the integrity risk. To meet more stringent integrity requirements, the algorithms should 
be able to detect smaller faults or obtain a smaller protection level. Although the optimized versions 
of the snapshot algorithms are further researched upon, without considering the full process of the 
fault event, the main disadvantage of the snapshot algorithms is that the observation fault can only 
be detected immediately when the magnitude is large enough to trig the alarm. On the one hand, for 
the time series fault models, such as slowly increasing faults [18], the alarm information will be 
delayed until the fault magnitude triggers the monitoring system, causing serious integrity risks for 
more stringent applications. For example, the integrity time-to-alert requirement for NPA is 10 s, 
while more stringent time-to-alert requirement for Approach Procedure with Vertical Guidance II 
(APV-II) is 6 s and the time-to-alert is required to be 2 s-15 s for public safety in highway applications 
[19]. On the other hand, if the time series information can be used to catch any clue of the fault, it is 
potential to detect the smaller fault and obtain a smaller protection level. 

Compared with the snapshot algorithms, the filtering algorithms are more suitable for the 
detection of sequence fault events, due to the use of historical observations. The most common 
filtering algorithms are based on Kalman filter or the modified version, such as adaptive Kalman 
filter [20]. The main idea of these methods is to estimate the cumulative distribution of the sequence 
observations under the prior hypothesis of faults and Gaussian hypothesis. However, the fault mode 
is always unknown and even deliberately designed [21], and the state estimator assumed in Kalman 
filter is more likely to be a nonlinear system with non-Gaussian noise in real applications [22]. Thus, 
the performance of the algorithms based on Kalman filter might be decreasing or even diverging, and 
cannot meet the high requirements for integrity monitoring. To solve the non-linear and non-
Gaussian problem for integrity monitoring, Peng proposed a temporal RAIM algorithm based on 
particle filter [23]. Pan et al. optimized the detection threshold of the particle filter by applying the 
genetic algorithm [24]. In [25], the particle filter-based RAIM algorithm is modularly designed and 
implemented on a field programmable gate array (FPGA). Currently, due to the powerful advantages 
of deep learning in dealing with non-linear problems, the Deep Neural Network (DNN) has been 
widely used in various applications, such as image classification, speech recognition, and natural 
language processing. A natural idea is to apply DNN to solve the non-linear and non-Gaussian 
problem of integrity monitoring. For example, Wang et al. proposed an improved particle filter based 
on a neural network algorithm for RAIM [26]. In the method, the Back-Propagation (BP) neural 
network was used to adjust the particles to improve the performance in fault detection under the 
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conditions of non-Gaussian measurement noise [26]. However, with this method, it may be difficult 
to take advantage of deep learning, because the neural network is only a secondary method for 
particle filtering. More recently, Kim et al. designed a pure DNN-based algorithm for integrity 
monitoring to improve the detection of the anomalous behavior of GNSS signals [27]. Specifically, 
the Time-Delayed Neural Network (TDNN) was applied to detect the event of the scalar test statistics 
in time series. However, the scalar test statistic at each instance used in [27] loses much information 
from the high dimension raw observations, which might limit better performance of the method. 

To meet more stringent integrity requirements in alert limit, the proposed algorithm should 
obtain a smaller protection level, or the algorithm should be able to detect smaller faults to obtain a 
potential smaller protection level. For integrity time-to-alert, the proposed algorithm is required to 
detect faults within a tolerant time when the fault occurs. The aim of our method is to detect small 
faults with less time delay by using the time series feature of the observations. To address the 
shortcomings of the existing RAIM methods, a deep neural network for receiver autonomous 
integrity monitoring, named RAIM-NET, is investigated in this paper. The proposed RAIM-NET 
consists of three main parts, i.e. feature extraction, DNN model, and loss function. The main idea of 
RAIM-NET is to propose a combination of feature vector extraction and a DNN model to improve 
the performance of integrity monitoring, with a problem specifically designed for loss function 
obtaining the model parameters. First, the feature is extracted as an input of the DNN model with 
background knowledge of RAIM instead of raw data. The feature vector is obtained in a similar way 
as an SS method, which is the difference between the positioning solutions of the full observations 
and the subset observations. Second, inspired by the effectiveness of the Recurrent Neural Network 
(RNN) in time series data processing, multilayer Long Short-Term Memory (LSTM) [28] is applied to 
build the DNN model structure for integrity monitoring. Finally, considering the stringent navigation 
requirement for integrity, a SS-based regularization is added to the designed fault detection rate loss 
to integrate the advantages of the snapshot algorithm and temporal algorithm. RAIM-NET is trained 
using BP algorithm and can be used as inference to detect the fault event earlier than the existing 
algorithm. To the best of our knowledge, our method is the first work that uses RNN to solve the 
problem of sequence integrity monitoring for RAIM. 

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 gives details of the proposed 
RAIM-NET, including descriptions of feature extraction, DNN model, and loss function. Section 3 
discusses the experimental results of the RAIM-NET. Finally, the conclusions are given in Section 4. 

2. RAIM-NET 

In this section, the details of the proposed RAIM-NET are illustrated as follows: First, the 
framework for RAIM-NET is presented, including the main modules of training and inference. Then, 
the main three parts of the algorithm, i.e. feature extraction, DNN model, and loss function, are 
descripted. Finally, pseudocode for the training and the inference of RAIM-NET are presented. 

2.1. Framework 

DNN is a category of machine learning algorithms implemented by stacking layers of neural 
networks with specific parameters. In RAIM-NET, the DNN is applied to classify the input feature as 
fault-alarm and fault-free for integrity monitoring. The framework of RAIM-NET consists of training 
and inference, as shown in Figure 1. The green blocks and lines belong to the training module, the 
red ones belong to the inference module, and the yellow ones belong to both. The raw observations 
with training labels and raw observations without training labels are input into the training module 
and inference module separately. 

During training, the raw observations with training labels are used as input to the feature 
extraction block to calculate a feature vector. Then the feature vector is put into a DNN to obtain the 
prediction results, which is compared with the training labels in the loss function module. The 
parameters in the layers of the DNN model are then updated based on minimizing the loss function. 
As in most of the DNN model training procedures, the BP method is applied to train RAIM-NET by 
calculating the gradient of the loss function with respect to all the weights in the DNN model. 
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Inference comes after training, as it requires a converged neural network model. Unlike training, 
inference does not adjust the layers of the DNN model, but applies the knowledge from a trained 
DNN model and uses it to infer a result. During inference, the raw observations without the training 
label are used as input to the same feature extraction block to obtain the feature vector. Then the 
feature vector is input to the trained DNN model, which outputs the prediction results based on 
predictive accuracy of the DNN model. Finally, the inference results are output based on the 
probabilities of fault-alarm and fault-free in the prediction results. 

 

Figure 1. The framework of the proposed RAIM-NET. 

2.2. Algorithm Description 

2.2.1. Feature Extraction 

Although the end-to-end DNNs that use the raw data as the input of the neural network are in 
fashion, the network architectures get more and more complex due to the lack of background 
knowledge for more challenging tasks [29]. For instance, without using the knowledge about the 
iterated least squares method [30], it might be very difficult to fit the GNSS positioning method using 
a stand-alone DNN model with raw data as the input. To meet the high performance requirements 
of integrity monitoring in real time and fault detection rate, the DNNs for RAIM should be easy to 
be trained and efficient for inference. To achieve this, feature extraction is specifically designed to 
make use of the background knowledge of RAIM. In our work, the feature vector is obtained in a 
similar way as the SS method, which is the difference between the full-set positioning solutions and 
the subset positioning solutions. Since the positioning difference of the feature vector is closely 
associated with the consistency checking in integrity monitoring, the features can be well related to 
the problem to be solved. In addition, the dimension of the feature vector is the number of the satellite 
observations, which is much less than the relative high dimension raw data including ephemeris 
observations and pseudoranges. The input dimension of DNN is significantly reduced and can be 
trained easily and efficient for inference.  

Given an instance k , the GNSS measurement formulation in East-North-Up (ENU) coordinate 
system can be described by the following equation [30], 

k k k k k= + +z Η x ε f   (1) 

where N
k ∈z R  is the measurement vector, N  is the number of satellite observations, 4N

k
×∈H R  is 

the observation matrix, 4
k ∈x R  is the estimation vector in ENU coordinate system, which is 

composed of the three dimension position and receiver clock bias, N
k ∈ε R  is the observation error 

vector, which includes receiver noise, ionospheric delay error, multi-path error, etc. The term 
N

k ∈f R is the fault observation vector. 
The measurement formulation of the subset observations can be obtained from Equation (1) as:  
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( )i k i k k k k= + +M z M Η x ε f   (2) 

where ( 1)N N
i

− ×∈M R is the matrix that can select the 1N −  subset of the full observations, which is 
obtained from the identity matrix N N

N
×∈I R  by deleting the thi  row. The subscript [1, ]i N∈  is the 

excluded index number of the observation. 
Through Equation (1) and Equation (2), the positioning solution of the full observations 

4
,k f ∈x R  and the positioning solutions of the subset observations 4

, , 1,2,...,k i i N∈ =x R  are obtained 
using the iterated least squares method [30]. 

In this paper, the integrity in vertical coordinate is proposed as an example to investigate the 
RAIM-NET algorithm, which can also be easily extended to the integrity in the horizontal plane in 
our future work. Consider the vertical positioning result is determined by the third components of 

,k fx and ,k ix [30], the feature vector used as an input for RAIM-NET is a simple concatenation of all 
the elements that relate to the vertical results, yields:  

(3) (3) (3)
,1 ,2 ,, ,...,

T

k k k k N =  F d d d   (3) 

where N
k ∈F R is the extracted feature vector, (3)

,k id  are the vertical components of the difference 

positioning results , , ,k i k f k i= −d x x  in instance k . 
The extracted feature vector in parity space [12] is shown as an example in Figure 2. If the 

measurement vector kz  in Equation (1) was noise-free and fault-free, the extracted feature vector in 
parity space would be the null vector. However, due to the combined effect of kε  and kf , the 
feature vector in the parity space may land outside the detection boundary. In the existing snapshot 
algorithms, the fault observations are regarded as an independent event in each instance. Then, the 
fault-alarm is trigged only if the magnitude of the test statistic is larger than a threshold. However, 
in practice, the observations between each instance can be correlated, such as slowly increasing faults 
[18], which might cause a delayed alarm when using snapshot algorithms. Thus, if the intrinsic 
correlation of the time series feature can be extracted, the integrity monitoring challenges can be 
addressed in a timely manner. 

 
Figure 2. The extracted feature vector series in the parity space. 

2.2.2. DNN Model 

To solve the problem of delaying fault-alarm when using the snapshot algorithms, the 
correlation in the extracted feature is researched to obtain an early fault detection result for integrity 
monitoring. Inspired by the RNNs in dealing with intrinsic correlation extraction in time series, 
LSTM, a typical case of RNN, is applied in RAIM-NET to regard the integrity monitoring solution as 
a classification problem with time series feature in this paper. Different from the snapshot algorithms 
that check whether the elements of the feature vector exceed a threshold or not under a statistical 
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assumption, LSTM in RAIM-NET uses the training data to learn the distribution of the extracted 
features and for timely detection of fault observations. 

Let ( )1 2= , ,..., ,...,k Tψ F F F F  be an input sequence of arbitrary length T  belonging to the set of 

all sequences over some input space. Let ( )1 2= , ,..., ,...,k Ty y y yπ  be the labels vector of the 

observation in each instance, where { }0,1ky ∈ , 0 and 1 in the output space represent the fault-alarm 
and fault-free, respectively. The problem of integrity monitoring can be regarded as a method that 
can detect the fault as early as possible while the observation sequences continue appearing.  

In this paper, multi-layer LSTM cells and a following Full Connected (FC) layer are stacked to 
obtain the DNN model for RAIM-NET; the total number of layers in our DNN model is denoted as 
L. Each cell of the LSTM contains three gates serving as the controllers for information propagation 
within the network. The architecture of the vanilla LSTM with recurrent transition is given by [31], 
and the RAIM-NET is shown in Figure 3.  

The hidden dimension Z  of each layer of LSTM is the same, and the hidden unit of the thl  
layer is denoted as ,

Z
k l ∈h R , where 1,2,..., 2l L= − . There are four types of gates in each LSTM, i.e. 

input gate ,k li , update gate ,k lc  , output gate ,k lo  and forget gate ,k lf . For each instance k , the 

current input is denoted as ,k ly , and then the working mechanism of LSTM is shown as: 

( )
( )

( )

( )
( )

, , 1, ,

, , 1, ,

, , 1, ,

, , 1, , ,

, , 1, ,

, , ,

,

,

tanh ,

,

= tanh

k l i l k l k l

k l f l k l k l

k l g l k l k l

k l k l k l k l k l

k l o l k l k l

k l k l k l

g

g

g

−

−

−

−

−

 =  

 =  

 =  
= +

 =  





i W h y

f W h y

c W h y

c f c i c

o W h y

h o c

  (4) 

where ,i lW , ,f lW , ,g lW  and ,o lW are the weights matrix. The no-linear activation function ( )g •  is 
a sigmoid function. 

The FC layer is a linear layer with an activation function following, i.e. 

, 1 1 , 2 1( )k L L k L Lg− − − −= +h W h b   (5) 

where , 2
Z

k L− ∈h R is the output of the last LSTM layer at instance k , 2
1

Z
L

×
− ∈W R and 2

1L− ∈b R are the 

weights matrix and bias vector, respectively. Then the output of the FC layer 2
, 1k L− ∈h R is input into 

a softmax function as: 

( )
( )

( )
, 1( )

, 2
( )
, 1

1

exp
=

exp

j
k Lj

k L
s
k L

s

−

−
=


h
h

h

 

(6) 

where ( )exp •  is the exponential function, { }1,2j∈  is the index of the final output vector of the last 

layer of RAIM-NET 2
,k L ∈h R . In Equation (6) 

2
( )
,

1
=1s

k L
s=
h  and the elements of the output vector ,k Lh  

denote the probability of fault-alarm and fault-free for RAIM, respectively. 
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Figure 3. The architecture of the DNN model. 

2.2.3. Loss Function 

The parameters of the DNN model are trained using an optimization process that requires a loss 
function to calculate the model error. Then the DNN model is trained using stochastic gradient 
descent [32].  

There are many loss functions to choose from. In this paper, the loss function is designed to 
directly respond to the accuracy rate of fault-alarm and fault-free of the prediction result of DNN 
model and the known labels of the training data. The cross entropy of the distribution of the 
prediction result p relative to a distribution over a given training set q  is defined as follows: 

[ ]0 logpE qξ = −  (7) 

where [ ]E •  is the expectation function.  
As the time sequence length of a training sample can be arbitrary, zero padding is used to align 

each mini batch with the maximum length for training. Denote bN  as the batch size of each step in 
stochastic gradient descent, 1 2, ,..., ,...,

bb NT T T T are the time sequence lengths of each training sample of 

the mini batch. Then, each sample of the mini batch is extended to length ( )1 2max , ,...,
bB NT T T T=  with 

zero padding. However, the part of the zero padding result should not be used to optimize the DNN 
model. Thus, combined with the discussion in the section of the DNN model, cross entropy can be 
obtained as: 

( ) ( ) ( )(1) (2)
0 , ,

1 1

1

1 1 log log
b b

b

N T

k k L k k LN
b k

b
b

y y
T

ξ
= =

=

 = − − − 


h h

 

(8) 

By minimizing the loss function 0ξ  using stochastic gradient descent, we can obtain a DNN 
model that is used to classify fault-alarm and fault-free for fault detection tasks. However, to meet 
the stringent navigation requirement for integrity, a SS-based regularization is added to the loss 
function 0ξ to integrate the advantages of the snapshot algorithm and temporal algorithm. The 
regularization is defined as a loss function where the test statistics exceeds the threshold of the SS 
method [12], i.e. 

( )1
1 1

1

1 b b

b

N T

k kN
b k

b
b

S t
T

ξ
= =

=

= −


  (9) 

where kS is the maximum value of the normalized test statistic vector; thus, we have:  
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kS = ( )
(3)
,
(3)
,

max k i

i
k iσ

 
 
  

d
d

  (10) 

where ( )σ •  is the standard deviation. The threshold of SS method kt  in Equation (9) can be 
obtained as:  

0

1

2
REQ

k
H

C
t Q

P
β−
 

=   
 

 
(11) 

where ( )1Q− •  is the inverse tail probability distribution of the two-tailed standard normal 

distribution. ( ) ( )1Q Φ• = − • , where ( )Φ • is the standard normal cumulative distribution function.

REQC  is the continuity risk requirement, parameter 0.5β = , and 0H
P  is the prior probability of fault-

free 0H  occurrence.  
Then, combined with Equation (8) and Equation (9), the loss function with regularization for 

RAIM-NET can be obtained as: 

0 1+ξ ξ λξ=  (12) 

where hyper-parameter λ +∈R  is used to penalize the test statistics that exceed the threshold of the 
SS method. If 0λ = , the loss function degenerated to the ordinary cross entropy. If λ → +∞ , the 
RAIM-NET is to optimize the model parameters with the same performance of the SS algorithm.  

2.3. Pseudocode for RAIM-NET 

To present more specific details of our method, pseudocode for the training and inference of 
RAIM-NET is given in Algorithm 1 and Algorithm 2, respectively. The variables match the ones 
defined in Section 2.2. 

The pseudocode for the RAIM-NET training is shown as follows: 
Algorithm 1: RAIM-NET Training 
Input: { } max[1, ] , , ( )i trainngi N N g∈Φ θ  

( ), , ,i i i i iT=Φ Z Ω π , training sample 

( )1 2, ,...,
ii T=Z z z z , measurement vector sequence 

( )1 2, ,...,
ii T=Ω H H H , observation matrix sequence 

( )1 2, ,...,
ii Ty y y=π , labels sequence 

iT , arbitrary length of the sample 
trainngN , total number of samples in the training dataset 
maxN , maximum number of visible satellites 
( )g θ , nonlinear function of the DNN model in RAIM-NET with weights θ  

output:  *θ , converged model weights 
1. initialize θ  using a normal distribution with a mean of 0 and a standard deviation of 0.01 
2. while θ  not converged do 

3.     sample minibatch of bN  training samples ( )1 2
ˆ ˆ ˆ, ,...,

bN
Φ Φ Φ  from the dataset 

4.     for 1 to bn N=  do 
5.         for 1 to nk T=  do 
6.             obtain the number of visible satellites kN  
7.             calculate full positioning solution ,k fx  using Equation (1) 
8.             for 1 to kj N=  do 
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9.                 calculate subset positioning solution ,k jx  using Equation (2) 
10.            end for 
11.            obtain kF  using Equation (3) 
12.            pad the feature vector to maxN  dimension with zeros 
13.            concatenate feature vector to sequence ( )1 2= , ,...,k kψ F F F  

14.            calculate the output of the DNN model , ( , )k L kg=h ψ θ  using Equations (4)–
(6) 
15.        end for 
16.        calculate the loss function nξ  using Equation (12) 
17.    end for 
18.    update the weights θ  by descending its stochastic gradient with learning rate η  

                         
1

1 bN

n
nbN

η ξ
=

 
← − ∇  

 
θθ θ  

19. end while 
20. output the converged model weights * ←θ θ  

The gradient-based updates can use any standard gradient-based learning rule. We used 
the Adam optimizer [33] in our experiments. 

The pseudocode for the RAIM-NET inference is shown as follows: 
Algorithm 2: RAIM-NET Inference 
Input: *

0 max, , ( )N gξ θ  
( )0 0 0 0, ,T=ξ Z Ω , given an inference sample 

( )00 1 2, ,..., T=Z z z z , measurement vector sequence 

( )00 1 2, ,..., T=Ω H H H , observation matrix sequence 

0T , arbitrary length of the sample 
maxN , maximum number of visible satellites 

*( )g θ , nonlinear function of the DNN model with converged weights *θ  

output:  ( )0

* * * *
0 1 2, ,..., Ty y y=π , prediction sequence 

1. for 01 to k T=  do 
2.     obtain the number of visible satellites kN  
3.     calculate full positioning solution ,k fx  using Equation (1) 
4.         for 1 to kj N=  do 
5.             calculate subset positioning solution ,k jx  using Equation (2) 
6.         end for 
7.         obtain kF  using Equation (3) 
8.         pad the feature vector to maxN  dimension with zeros 
9.         concatenate feature vector to sequence ( )1 2= , ,...,k kψ F F F  

10.        calculate the output of the DNN model , ( , )k L kg=h ψ θ  using Equations (4)–(6) 

11.        if , 0.5k L ≤h  do 
* 0ky = , fault-alarm 

12.        else do 
* 1ky = , fault-free 

13. end for 

14. output the prediction sequence ( )0

* * * *
0 1 2, ,..., Ty y y=π  
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3. Results 

In this paper, real GNSS data is applied and two separated experiments are designed to evaluate 
the performance of RAIM-NET. The first experiment is to illustrate the property of RAIM-NET with 
different parameters, including the number of LSTM layers, hidden dimension of LSTM, and the 
hyper-parameter for regularization. The second experiment is to test the performance of RAIM-NET 
compared with the baseline RAIM methods of the GNSS receiver. 

3.1. GNSS Data 

GNSS data is designed to illustrate the performance of the proposed RAIM-NET. Considering 
that the real GNSS data with fault event is very difficult to obtain in practice, we add a manually fault 
event. In this paper, the real data was collected with a GNSS receiver (NovAtel DL-V3) in Beijing, 
China in January, 2019. The receiver was set to a fixed position with a 24-hour average positioning of 
[116.3663889,39.9652345,57.3]T  in an LLH (Longitude Latitude Height) coordinate system. The total 
amount of data for our experiments is 610  samples of GNSS observations in 5Hz sampling rate, 
which was collected in about 56 hours. Our experimental results show that RAIM-NET performs well 
on the dataset with the rate level. However, since RAIM-NET is proposed to detect faulty observation 
from the time series features, the data rate level is also an important factor for the detection results. 
Moreover, compared with the data collected at a static position, the feature sequence of the GNSS 
data in dynamic positions might be more complex. Although our proposed method performs well 
with static GNSS data, it might still face a challenge with dynamics inference due to the absence of 
dynamic data for training. The performance of RAIM-NET based on various datasets will be 
investigated in our future work. 

The fault events are manually added to the observations of the real data. In this paper, two 
typical failure models are applied to illustrate the performance of RAIM-NET, i.e. step error and ramp 
error [18].  

The failure model on the thj  observation of step error is:  

( )( )
0

j
k Au k k= −f   (13) 

and the failure model on the thj  observation of ramp error is: 

( ) ( )( )
0 0

j
k B k k u k k= − −f  (14) 

where 1A∈R  is the magnitude of the fault, ( )u k  is the unit step function and 0k  is the onset time 
of the failure, the slope of the fault is denoted as 1B∈R . The diagrams of the two failure modes are 
shown in Figure 4. 

  
( )j
kf

 

( )j
kf

 

(a) (b) 

Figure 4. The diagrams of the step error and the ramp error. (a) Step error; (b) Ramp error. 

Iterating through all the real GNSS data in time series order, samples for RAIM-NET are 
constructed by selecting various real data series with random starting time and stopping time. The 
length T  of each sample obeys a uniform distribution from 5 to 50, i.e. ~ (5,50)T U . The samples 
with different length correspond to sequence observations from 1 s to 10 s in a 5 Hz rate level. As the 
time sequence samples for RAIM-NET are randomly constructed from the real observations, we can 
easily increase the amount of dataset with diverse random starting time and stopping time. In this 
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paper, the total amount of data for RAIM-NET is 710 . Then, half of these samples are selected 
randomly as the fault-free samples, and the other half is a manually added fault as the fault-alarm 
samples. The fault is randomly selected from the one mode of the step error and the ramp error and 
added to the real observations. In more detail, the onset time of the fault is randomly selected as

0 ~ (1, 1)k U T − . The magnitude of the step error obeys a uniform distribution from 0 m to 100 m, i.e. 
~ (0,100)A U  and the slope of the ramp error is randomly selected as 0~ (0,100 / ( ))B U T k− , which 

makes the maximum magnitude of the ramp error obey (0,100)U . Specifically, in order to verify the 
detection rate and time delay decreasing of RAIM-NET, the maximum value of the fault we set needs 
to trigger the snapshot method, i.e. SS algorithm. Because too small faults may be ineffectively 
detected by any method, they are not included in the dataset. Finally, all of the data samples (fault or 
fault-free) are mixed together, and the dataset is randomly divided into a training set, validation set, 
and testing set with ratio of 8: 1: 1, which corresponds to 68 10× , 61 10× , and 61 10×  samples, 
respectively. With more real data, it would have been possible to increase the size of the testing set. 

3.2. Results With Different Model Parameters 

In the following experiments, the Adam optimizer [33] is used to train the weights of the LSTM 
model and the initial learning rate is -410 , with an exponential decay at a rate proportional 0.9 for 
each epoch. The batch size is set to 64 for the following experiments. 

3.2.1. Performance with Regularization 

To test the performance of regularization in the loss function, training processes with different 
hyper-parameter λ  are analyzed. The DNN model for this experiment is set to a five-layer LSTM 
with hidden dimension 128Z = , and the accuracy detection rates for the validation set during the 
training processes with hyper-parameter λ  from 0 to 1000 are plotted, as shown in Figure 5. Figure 
5(a) and Figure 5(b) are 1 minus detection rate and its logarithm during training processes, 
respectively. When 0λ = , the loss function degenerates to the ordinary cross entropy without 
regularization. While the training process is convergent, the result is not stable in the validation. The 
reason might be that the DNN model is to be optimized with a global average performance on the 
training data, and does not specifically focus on individual samples that require fault-alarms. 
Considering that the integrity performance is very stringent for RAIM, the model checkpoint without 
regularization will be selected coincidently, causing unreliable performance for real applications. 
When 1000λ = , one can see that with a relatively large regularization, the model convergence is 
more stable but under fit. Due to the excessive regularization, the model tends to learn a 
representation to make its prediction results, focusing on the results of SS algorithm. It is not able to 
extract the knowledge of the sequence data, causing performance degradation. When 10λ = or 

100λ = , the model convergence is stable with better fitting. Under the two different parameters, the 
detection rate of the convergence result in the validation set is larger than 99.9%. Therefore, the 
integrity performance is robust within this parameter range. As discussed above, this paper chooses 

10λ =  as the final hyper-parameter for training. 
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Figure 5. The training processes with different regularization. (a) (1 – detection rate) during training 
processes; (b) log10(1 – detection rate) during training processes. 

3.2.2. Performance with Different LSTM Models 

The number of model layers and the hidden dimension are two important indicators that affect 
the performance of the model. Table 1 shows the impact of different model layers on performance 
with the same hidden dimension 128Z = . We compare different DNN models from 3 layers to 9 
layers on the testing data. It is illustrated that as the number of model layers increases, model 
performance in detection rate for average alarm delay for ramp error gradually increases. However, 
the more the number of layers in the architecture, the slower the performance improvement. 

Table 1. Performance with different model layers. 

Layers Detection Rate Alarm Delay 
3  99.776% 1.345 s 
5 99.903% 1.137 s 
7 99.923% 1.109 s 
9 99.925% 1.110 s 

The hidden dimension is another way to compare different model structures. Different model 
structures are designed with different number of layers and different hidden dimensions. To verify 
the effect of model depth and model width on the performance of integrity monitoring, the total 
number of model parameters is set to be the same. To achieve this, we increase the number of layers 
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and reduce the hidden dimension, so that the number of parameters is kept close. As shown in Table 
2, it can be seen that under the condition that the model parameters are about 1.75M, the performance 
of RAIM-NET is more benefited to the depth, when compared with the width of the DNN structure. 

Table 2. Performance with different hidden dimensions. 

Layers 3 5 7 
Hidden Dimension 172 128 106 

Number of Parameters 1.73 M 1.75 M 1.74 M 
Detection Rate 99.819% 99.903% 99.918% 
Alarm Delay 1.285 s 1.137s 1.128 s 

3.3. Results of Different RAIM Methods 

As mentioned in [13], the SS and Chi-squared approaches are the two most widely implemented 
RAIM methods for fault detection. In order to test the practical application of RAIM-NET, two RAIM 
algorithms, i.e. SS algorithm and Chi-squared algorithm [13], are applied as the baseline methods to 
verify the performance improvement of RAIM-NET in terms of detection rate and alarm delay. 

In this section, the DNN structure is set as five layers with hidden dimension 128Z = . For the 
baseline methods, the detection threshold is set based on the Probability of False Alarms (PFA), which 
is the same with the continuity risk 62 10−×  [13]. The detection rates of different methods for different 
fault magnitudes are counted. The performance of RAIM-NET on step errors and ramp errors are 
counted separately. Since the SS algorithm and Chi-squared algorithm can detect fault observation 
only if the magnitude is large enough to trig the alarm, the performance on the two different fault 
models is counted without distinction. 

The fault detection rates of different methods are shown in Figure 6. When the fault magnitude 
is zero, the detection rates of the methods are PFAs. The PFAs of RAIM-NET, Chi-squared algorithm, 
SS algorithm are 61.85 10−× , 61.92 10−× , 61.78 10−× , respectively. The results show that our proposed 
method achieves the same probability of false alarm when compared with the baseline methods. The 
result also shows that the proposed RAIM-NET performs approximately for step errors and ramp 
errors, both of which are better than SS algorithm and Chi-squared algorithm with a higher fault 
detection rate under the conditions of the same fault magnitude. For example, when the fault bias is 
30 m, the average fault detection rate for the two failure models of RAIM-NET is 97.2%, while the 
fault detection rates of SS algorithm and Chi-squared algorithm are 75.1% and 81.0%, respectively. 
RAIM-NET has a significant increase than the baseline methods in small fault detection. Taking into 
account that the detection power is 99%, the minimal detectable bias (MDB) [34] of the two baseline 
methods are 47 m and 45 m, while the proposed RAIM-NET obtains a smaller MDB as 33 m and 34 
m for step errors and ramp errors, respectively. Conclusively, the proposed RAIM-NET outperforms 
the baseline methods with a higher level of fault detection rate and lower MDB in time series 
observations. By performing well in small fault detection, our experimental results show a 
potentiality of RAIM-NET obtaining smaller protection level to meet more stringent integrity 
requirements. However, unlike the SS algorithm that can obtain protection level easily, one of the 
disadvantages of RAIM-NET might be the inconvenience in protection level calculations. 
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Figure 6. Fault detection rates of different methods. 

Since the step error can only be detected by the SS algorithm or Chi-squared algorithm 
immediately when the magnitude is large enough to trig the alarm, we only used ramp error to test the 
alarm delay, as shown in Table 3. Our experimental results show that RAIM-NET can detect failure 
quicker than SS algorithm and Chi-squared algorithm, i.e. 51.8% and 48.2% relative average delay 
reduction on the testing set, respectively. Compared with the existing methods, our method can reduce 
delay time by about half. The standard deviation of the alarm delays with different methods is also 
calculated, as shown in Table 3. Considering three times of the standard deviation, i.e. 99.7% quantile, 
the alarm delays for SS algorithm, Chi-square algorithm, and RAIM-NET are 9.059s, 8.212s, and 5.610s, 
respectively. Although the proposed RAIM-NET is not trained to meet a specific application index, our 
method could be used as an important alternative if more timely alerts are required. 

Table 3. Alarm delay of RAIM-NET and other methods for ramp error. 

Methods Alarm Delay 
Mean Standard Deviation 

SS algorithm 2.840 s 2.073 s 
Chi-square algorithm 2.641 s 1.857 s 

RAIM-NET 1.368 s 1.414 s 

4. Conclusions 

To ensure integrity, a navigation system is required to detect fault quickly and provide warnings 
to users. However, the standard RAIM method can only detect a fault that is instantly large enough 
to trig the alarm, which cannot meet more stringent applications. We propose a DNN-based RAIM, 
named RAIM-NET, to extract features of the fault in time series. Experimental results suggest that 
RAIM-NET can effectively detect small faults and provide an earlier fault-alarm than the SS algorithm 
and Chi-squared algorithm.  

Dataset is an import factor for the performance of DNNs, including the proposed RAIM-NET. 
In our experiments, the real GNSS data for training is collected at a static position in 5 Hz sampling 
rate. For future developments, we propose to investigate the performance of RAIM-NET with 
different sampling rates and GNSS observations from dynamic positions. In addition, the DNN-
based method for fault exclusion and other advanced solutions will be researched, e.g. attention 
mechanisms. 
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